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miraculous confirmation of the divine institution of the
Church belongs, it is true, to all Christian Churches, but in
especial it illumines the Church of which the city of Con-
stantine was soon to be the capital and which identifies itself
with the Empire reorganized by Constantine; and, through
the centuries, that triumph ever gives anew to the Byzantine
Church the highest idea of its own powers, the proudest
confidence in its future. The Church is certain that it is at
once eternal and unique, and this certitude welded it, as it
were, to the Roman State which has the same conviction.
Between Rome and Christ there had, indeed, never been any
antagonism on grounds of principle: Jesus had from the
first assigned to Caesar as of right his own sphere. Anatolia,
which was the heart and the body of the Byzantine Empire,
was predestined for Christian conquest, and the Apostle of
the Gentiles knew well what he was doing when he carried
the good news of redemption into a country which but a few
years before had welcomed with enthusiasm the 'good news'
of the appearance of Augustus, 'the Saviour God'. The
whole history of Christian missions and of the spread of
Christianity is, as it were, prefigured in the mission of Paul,
the foe of the Greek idols, but the herald of the Unknown
God—of whom thousands of the subjects of the first Caesars
dreamed—and himself a loyal citizen of Rome. The peasants
and the mountaineers of Asia Minor had only very super-
ficially been won over to Hellenic polytheism and the higher
culture of Greece. They knew ecstasy and religious fervour,
personal devotion, the confession of sins, and the hope of the
life beyond the tomb. The vulgar Greek spoken by Paul did
indeed appear to them to be the language of the Holy Spirit.
Amongst people such as these Christianity progressed
almost without hindrance. The classical period of the
orientalization of the Empire, that of the Severi at the
beginning of the third century, saw upon the throne princes
who were themselves half-Christian. The great persecutions,
those of Decius and Valerian in the middle of the third
century and that of Galerius and his colleagues at the begin-
ning of the fourth, were but violent and desperate reactions
against the peaceful conquest of the Empire by the new
faith. These reactions sprang from the army of the Danube

